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FOCUS: REVIEWS

"BROWSING WITH BILL"
William Bergeson
Director of Reading
Mt. Pleasant Public Schools
whole class), and functional aspects of
kindergarten reading materials. This entire
book is centered around the concept that
readiness skills are reading, only that they
are gross skills and with continued instruction and practice are refined so that the
reading process becomes more complex,
varied, and meaningful.
I recommend this book highly because
there are relatively few authorative sources
dealing with the kindergarten child and
reading. The Kindergarten Child and
Reading is a resource that will greatly aid
anyone concerned with this subject. As
one of the authors stated, "The paramount role of the school/teacher is to
foster the interest of every child in wanting to learn to read, regardless of the
child's level of readiness." There should
be maximum competition with the student's past record and minimum competition among the class members.

Professional Reading

The Kindergarten Child and Reading.
Lloyd 0. Ollila, Editor. 82 pages. International Reading Association, 1977
Everywhere I travel I keep hearing
about reading and kindergarten - "Should
we be teaching reading? If so, how much?
When should it start? For how long? Etc.,
etc." The purpose of The Kindergarten
Child and Reading is to answer many of
the questions about the nature of reading
instruction that is appropriate for kindergarten. The book is written for teachers
administrators, school boards, and parents.
It is the book's philosophy that the
kindergarten teacher can do much to
individualize instruction to help children
have a successful start in reading. The
chapters are written to give the teacher a
general framework along with specific
suggestions for helping children with
reading.
The beginning chapter reviews some
of the research about pre-first grade
reading instruction. In no instance was
any research studied that showed harmful
effects of pre-first grade reading instruction. However, the author states that
for children to benefit, the entire school
curriculum should reflect what is taught
and learned in kindergarten. Reading in
kindergarten would not be taught as an
isolated event; rather, it should be taught
as part of the systematic reading curriculum of the school system. What is accomplished in kindergarten should be reflected
not only in first grade, but in the subsequent grades.
Later chapters of this book discuss
ways to tell if the child is ready or not to
benefit from reading instruction, how the
teacher can foster interest and achievement in reading, organizing for individual
instruction (not necessarily one-to-one
instruction, but what is appropriate for
the particular child at a given time,
whether individually, small group, or

Professional Reading

Classroom Practice in Reading. Richard
A. Earle, Editor. 122 pages. International
Reading Association, 1977.
This book is a primer for the teacher
who currently is or is planning on becoming a diagnostic/prescriptive teacher. The
volume provides organizing framework
for setting up such a reading model. The
reader of this book will emerge as a more
knowledgeable and effective teacher of
reading. If one is going to read this book
for a "how-to-do-it," then I would suggest
s/he look elsewhere for the blue prints to
establish a continuous progress reading
program. The information given in these
series of writings does not attempt to
provide that knowledge, but merely to
enlarge it; not to create that effectiveness,
but merely to enhance it.

Classroom Practice in Reading is
organized around the five major steps in a
diagnostic/prescriptive instructional sequence: instructional purpose of teacher;
evaluation_or diagnosis of student reading
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strengths and needs; information which
will help the teacher select, purchase, or
make instructional materials; methods
which serve the instructional needs of
individuals; and classroom management
techniques. Each section can help the
teacher with the expertise of organizing
and implementing one or more of the
five instructional components of a continuous progress program.
Two of the better sections of this
book are the materials chapters and the
methods chapters. Many of the ideas
presented in these sections are new to me.
An example from the method area is
called the action - oriented strategies.
Action-oriented strategies involve systematically exposing pupils to printed directions that are easily read, rapidly and
silently comprehended, and constructed
so that the teacher can directly observe
pupil actions and activities. This technique
is particularly useful for "wordbound"
and immature readers that have been
phoneticized to death. Action-oriented
strategies build up ·proficiency in reading
comprehension and its underlying skills
and abilities. The idea is to gradually shift
pupil attention from just studying words
to extracting meanings. The author provides many examples that any teacher
could use with great effectiveness.
While this book just "whets the appetite" of anyone considering using a diagnostic/prescriptive model (and who isn't),
the authors provide an excellent reference
section. The reference section is particularly good because in most cases there is a
short blurb describing the resource.

The purpose of this book is to help
the teacher develop the skills that s/he
will need to reach reading in the elementary classroom. Because the text utilizes a
competency-based format, it differs from
that of a traditional textbook. Each chapter contains a flow chart that shows the
procedure for going through the six major
sections of each chapter. For example,
each chapter starts out telling the reader
what s/he needs to know before proceeding with the chapter (prerequisite); next,
the purpose for doing the chapter (rationale). The behavioral objectives for the
chapter are stated next. Following the
objectives is a pre-assessment test to
determine what the person knows and is
going to need to learn. For what the
reader/learner doesn't know there is a list
of enabling activities. And, finally, there
is the section that is an expository description that should enable the reader/learner
to meet all the objectives listed. The last
chapter of the book (Chapter 22) is for
the learner to demonstrate how well s/he
can do what was learned at both the performance and consequence levels.
The au th ors were very thorough in
their presentation of the basic skills that
teachers need in order to be successful
teachers of reading in the elementary
school. The book is divided into four
parts. Part One familiarizes the reader
with a knowledge of the reading process.
Part Two discusses several techniques by
which the reading skills can be assessed
and taught. Part Three focuses on those
aspects needed to round out the reading
program, i.e., grouping techniques, modalities for learning, recreational reading
programs, and reading in the content
areas. Part Four has already been mentioned in that it instructs the learners to
use all their previously learned knowledge
in a teaching situation. The last 100 or so
pages of this book are devoted to appendixes. The appendixes consist of such
things as scope and sequence charts, a
checklist of readiness skills, a checklist of
reading skills and subskills, and an informal reading inventory, both silent and
oral.

Professional Reading

Leaming to Teach Reading in the Elementary School utilizing a Competency-based
Instructional System. Joanne P. Olson
and Martha H. Dillner. 753 pages. MacMillan Publishing Company, 1976.
When I received this book to review, I
must admit that I had great expectations
just because of the title. After reading it
from cover to cover, I must confess that
it is one of the finest textbooks on
teaching reading that I have ever had the
pleasure to read. Even though it is quite
lengthy and best suited for a college reading course, anyone, teacher or administrator, could benefit greatly from its content.
If I were to teach a course to teachers or
prospective teachers, I am sure I would
use this book as the basic text.

My glowing description of this book
doesn't mean that I don't find any fault.
I do. The section describing the organization of a basal reader program is not
entirely correct. I feel that the authors are
mainly addressing their comments toward
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the older style basals and not the basal
programs such as Scott Foresman's Unlimited or MacMillan's Series R. But, then,
no one is going to agree with everything
an expert says or writes.
The authors' sources are excellent,
such as Guszak's Diagnostic Reading Instruction in the Elementary School and
many of my other reading "bibles." This
book certainly will take an honored position on my bookshelf. It should on
yours, also.

it takes to achieve mastery. Because of
the nature of the material (a careful,
highly structured, step-by-step sequence
of skills), it is my experience that this
program is not for the average and above
learner. This is not to say it is not good
material. In fact, for the less-able (for
whatever reasons) learner, it is excellent
and should be in every classroom where
children are not breaking the code by
what I would label traditional methods.
It is the belief of this writer that many
of our students do not learn to read because of lack of attention. This does not
mean that children do not attend, but
that they do not attend correctly. Many
of our non-readers attend to everything
that is going on around them, which Allen
Ross would label, incidental attention.
As most experts in the field would agree,
learning to do something as highly skilled
as reading requires selective attentionignoring everything but the task at hand.
Distar not only provides for, but makes
the child attend specifically to the learning task. For this reason, plus the many
repetitions that a child gets, it is an excellent instructional method for the child
who is having trouble learning to read.
For the same reasons, I would not recommend this program for the child who
exhibits no problem learning to read by
the "traditional methods."
This program is not highly popular
with many school people because of its
highly structured nature. But if we are
really committed to having all our children become readers, we should look again
at Distar Reading. It works. All one has
to do is conduct the program the way
Engelmann tells us it has to be run. There
is no, or at least very little, room for
deviation. This is not to say that language
activities cannot be used as a supplement.
Reading to the children or having them
do language experience activities would
be excellent. In fact, a weakness of the
program is a lack of language-type activities.
In summary, if I could mandate it, I
would have a Distar kit available in every
first and second grade classroom. I think
it is that good.

Classroom Material

Distar Reading 1, Second Edition. Siegfried Engelmann and Elaine C. Bruner.
Science Research Associates, 1974. (259
East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611)
$108.00 plus student materials.
Distar Reading 1 is a highly structured
approach to instruction. Scripted lessons
teach decoding skills: sound-symbol identification, left-to-right sequence, and oral
blending of sounds to make a word.
Sounding out is followed by word and
later sentence reading. There are 160
lessons that take an average of about 30
minutes each. The Distar program emphasizes small-group (five students), faceto-face instruction by teacher or aide.
The program was designed by Siegfried
Engelmann using the behavioral psychology principles. Because it is a behaviorallycentered program, there is direct and
economical teaching of concepts, followed by immediate feedback from the
group. Evaluation is continuous and if
done correctly, the child does not move
ahead to further lessons until mastery is
achieved. In-program tests ( after every
five lessons) supplement daily evaluation,
which provides information and instructions to assist in providing mastery.
Lesson preparation is minimal. All instructions are provided in the presentation books (3).
Distar 1 is so highly structured that
the manual tells the teacher exactly what
to say. Each child has to perform to certain strict guidelines or s/he is corrected
and taught until the task is done correctly. The child gets as many repetitions as
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